The Harvard community has made this article openly available. Please share how this access benefits you. Your story matters Citation Denic, Vladimir. 2012. A portrait of the GET pathway as a surprisingly complicated young man. Trends in Biochemical Sciences 37(10): 411-417. Published Version ABSTRACT Many eukaryotic membrane proteins have a single C--terminal transmembrane domain that anchors them to a variety of organelles in the secretory and endocytic pathways. These tail--anchored (TA) proteins are post--translationally inserted into the endoplasmic reticulum by molecular mechanisms that have long remained mysterious. This review describes how, in just the last five years, intense research by a handful of labs has lead to the identification of all the key components of one such mechanism: the guided entry of TA proteins (GET) pathway, which is conserved from yeast to man. The GET pathway is both surprisingly complicated and yet more experimentally tractable than most other membrane insertion mechanisms, and is rapidly revealing new fundamental concepts in membrane protein biogenesis.
Membrane Protein Targeting to the Endoplasmic Reticulum
Most integral proteins are embedded in membranes by hydrophobic, alpha helical sequences (~20 amino acids long) called transmembrane domains (TMDs).
Eukaryotic cells have a variety of mechanisms that shield TMDs from the moment they emerge out of the ribosome until they are stably inserted into the target organelle. When normal protein targeting is disrupted, membrane proteins can form cytosolic protein aggregates, become targeted to incorrect membranes, or be prematurely destroyed by the proteasome. For most membrane proteins in the secretory pathway, exposure of TMDs to the cytosol is minimized by a mechanism that physically couples protein synthesis to insertion into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane [1] (Figure 1 ). This is achieved by co--translational recognition of a hydrophobic sequence on the substrate (either a cleavable signal sequence or the first TMD) by the signal recognition particle (SRP), which is docked near the nascent chain exit tunnel on the ribosome. Signal sequence binding to the SRP causes translational pausing and enhances recruitment to the SRP receptor in the ER membrane. The ribosome and signal sequence are then transferred to the Sec61 channel, protein synthesis resumes, and nascent chains translocate into the ER lumen while allowing TMDs to partition into the lipid bilayer through a lateral gate.
Approximately 5% of membrane proteins in the secretory pathway have a single TMD near the C terminus, which also serves as an ER membrane signal sequence.
These tail--anchored (TA) proteins are functionally diverse and many are essential.
For example, a large fraction of SNAREs (soluble NSF attachment protein receptors, which are proteins that mediate vesicle fusion) are tail--anchored. Historically, a key operational problem of TA protein biogenesis was defined by the discovery of a protein--assisted mechanism that can post--translationally insert TA proteins into the ER membrane independently of Sec61 [2] . After the identification of a TA protein targeting factor [4, 5] , a flurry of complementary genetic, biochemical, and structural studies have in a short time identified most, if not all, of the components for a novel protein targeting pathway [6, 7] . This review presents my synthetic view of the conserved GET pathway in yeast and mammalian cells ( Figure 1 ) with emphasis on fundamental mechanistic insights of general relevance to membrane protein targeting and discusses the critical unanswered questions in the field.
The pre--targeting steps of the GET pathway

Yeast
Entry of newly synthesized TA proteins into the GET (guided entry of TA proteins) pathway in Saccharomyces cerevisiae begins with efficient TMD capture by Sgt2 (a small glutamine--rich tetratricopeptide repeat--containing protein) [8] (Figure 2 ). This chaperone shields TMDs after they are released from the ribosome to prevent TA protein aggregation in the cytosol or mistargeting to mitochondria [9, 10, 11] .
Sgt2 is in a complex with Get4 and Get5, two pathway components that facilitate TA protein transfer from Sgt2 to Get3, a homodimeric ATPase that is the ER membrane targeting factor of the GET pathway [8, 11] . This is achieved by a dual mechanism ( Figure 2 ). First, ATP stimulates binding of Get3 to Get4 [12, 13, 14] , and this increases the local concentration of Get3 near TA proteins because of the Get4--Get5--Sgt2 bridge [8] . Second, Get4 increases the intrinsic rate of Get3--TA protein complex formation, most likely by making the Get3 dimer conformation receptive for TMD binding [8] (Figure 2 ). These biochemical insights agree with the dominant structural view of TMD recognition by Get3 [15] : ATP binding converts the Get3
dimer from an open to a semi--closed state; ATP hydrolysis fully closes the Get3 conformation, creating a composite, hydrophobic groove that most likely cradles the TMD. In addition, there is some evidence for a competing view that tail anchors are sandwiched inside a tetrameric Get3, which has a head--to--head arrangement of hydrophobic grooves [16] . Regardless of the precise structural details, the sum of biochemical and structural evidence has revealed a surprisingly elaborate pre-targeting mechanism that facilitates TMD recognition by Get3.
Mammalian
A similar pre--targeting mechanism is also required for delivering mammalian TA proteins to TRC40 (the Get3 homolog; originally named the 40kDa component of the TMD recognition complex). In this case, Bag6 (a protein encoded by BCL2-associated athanogene 6, which has no apparent yeast homolog) captures newly synthesized TA proteins [17, 18] as part of a stable protein complex with the mammalian Get4 and Get5 homologs, TRC35 (C7orf20) and Ubl4A, respectively [17, 19] (Figure 3 ). The mammalian homolog of Sgt2 (SGTA) also recognizes TMDs, but it appears to associate weakly with Bag6 [18, 20] . Remarkably, even though TMD recognition by the Bag6 complex is post--translational, it can still occur on the ribosome [17] . The precise molecular details remain to be worked out, but in vitro nascent TMD sequences inside the exit tunnel enhance recruitment of the Bag6 complex to the ribosome (Figure 3 ). Moreover, TMD synthesis slows down mRNA translation, thus presumably allowing enough time for the Bag6 complex to be recruited before translation terminates. More concretely, following completion of proteins synthesis, TA proteins can remain ribosome--associated via the Bag6 complex and then get transferred to TRC40 ( Figure 3 ). It would be satisfying to find that a conserved mechanism in yeast selectively recruits Sgt2 to ribosomes with nearly completed TA protein nascent chains. Certainly, this would strengthen the view that the very hydrophobic nature of most tail anchors necessitated a mechanistic convergence between the GET and SRP/Sec61 pathways, to create distinct substrate channeling mechanisms that minimize TMD exposure to the cytosol during transit from the ribosome to the ER membrane.
The membrane--associated steps of the GET pathway
Yeast
Historically, the membrane requirements for TA protein targeting and insertion have been difficult to pin down. A pioneering cell--free study established that insertion of a tail--anchored SNARE protein into mammalian microsomes (ER--derived membranes) was abolished by prior protease treatment of the membrane [2] . Sec61 was excluded as a possible protease--sensitive candidate but the identities of the relevant membrane proteins were not established. Subsequently, this picture was complicated by the discovery that cytochrome b5 (Cb5) is a TA protein that inserts efficiently into liposomes (protein--free lipid bilayers) [21, 22] . This could be reconciled with selective Cb5 targeting to the ER in vivo because sterols block insertion into liposomes: because the ER membrane has a relatively low sterol content compared to the other membranes in the secretory and endocytic pathways, it should be selectively permissive for Cb5 insertion. This is, however, difficult to test in vivo because the tools for manipulation of ER lipid composition are still rudimentary.
With the biochemical identification of TRC40 came the exciting possibility of using it as a molecular handle to identify the missing membrane components [23] .
Indeed, Get3 had already been genetically and physically linked to two ER membrane proteins, Get1 and Get2 [24, 25] . It was not long before a powerful combination of yeast genetics, cell microscopy, and cell--free insertion assays explained the strong ER selectivity of TA proteins [26] : most TA proteins interact with Get3 and are targeted to the ER through the Get3 interaction with its ER receptor, Get1/2 ( Figure 1 ). Thus, after some historical uncertainty, the targeting of most TA proteins fell in line with the tenets of the signal hypothesis [27] : a cytosolic targeting factor recognizes a hydrophobic signal on the substrate and delivers it to the appropriate membrane by interacting with a receptor.
Three recent studies of Get1/2 interactions with Get3 have provided a clear mechanistic insight into one of the least understood steps of the signal hypothesis:
how the targeting factor lets go of its substrate. Get1 and Get2 are three--pass proteins that interact via their transmembrane regions and use distinct cytosolic domain (CD) structures to bind individually to Get3 [13, 28, 29] . Specifically, X--ray crystallography revealed that the very N--terminal region of Get2, which is part of an otherwise intrinsically disordered cytosolic region, forms a complex with a Get3 dimer that is stabilized in the closed conformation by the presence of bound nucleotide [28, 29] . This interaction is mediated by a pair of short, charged Get2 alpha helices, separated by a linker, which interact symmetrically with residues largely restricted to one or the other subunit of the Get3 dimer. Notably, Get2 binding is compatible with an assembled hydrophobic groove on Get3, which suggests that Get2 captures Get3--TA protein complexes from the cytosol with a long--reaching tether (Figure 4 ). This view also agrees with the conformational state of Get3 in the crystal structures of the Get3--Get1CD complex. In those studies, despite inclusion of nucleotide, the Get3 dimer is either fully or partially open and lacks nucleotide [28, 29] . This is because the two Get1 coiled coils progressively shuck open the Get3 dimer and, as a result, break apart the substrate--binding groove and nucleotide--binding sites (Figure 4 ).
Biochemical reconstitution experiments support the substrate--release mechanism gleaned from the structures and further demonstrate that Get1 and Get2 are the minimal membrane machinery for TA protein insertion [13, 28] . Namely, Get3 can still hold its substrate while interacting with Get2's N--terminal helix--linker--helix motif, but Get1CD binding to Get3--TA protein complexes causes substrate release. Importantly, both in vivo and under physiologically relevant in vitro conditions, efficient TA protein insertion requires Get3 binding to both cytosolic domains of the Get1/2 receptor. This is because, in the absence of the Get2CD tether, the local concentration of a Get3--TA protein complex near Get1CD is not high enough to cause substrate release.
Lastly, the role of the Get3 ATP cycle in coordinating the pre--targeting and membrane--associated steps of the GET pathway is slowly coming into light. There are two crucial observations. First, a Get3--TA protein complex formed in the presence of ATP has to undergo hydrolysis before TA protein release can occur [13, 28] . Second, ATP induces dissociation of Get3 from the membrane, which resets the GET pathway to its starting point [13, 28] (Figure 3 ). Consistent with this latter finding, ATP (but not ADP or AMP) competes with Get1CD for Get3 binding. The intimate nature of this competition is illustrated by the conserved loop at the tip of Get1's coiled coil that extends into the nucleotide--binding pocket of Get3 [28, 29] . A fuller understanding of how the GET pathway presumably avoids futile cycles of ATP hydrolysis in the absence of substrate targeting (or whether it uses energy for substrate proofreading) will require a more detailed kinetic analysis. Nonetheless, we have already reached a good understanding of how an ATPase molecular switch coordinates the targeting and insertion stages of the GET pathway.
Mammalian
We know comparatively little about how TRC40 delivers TA proteins to the ER of mammalian cells, but several lines of evidence point to a conserved mechanism.
First, WRB (tryptophan--rich basic protein) has weak sequence homology and a similar predicted topology to Get1 [26] . This protein localizes to the ER membrane, where it functions as the TRC40 receptor [30] . Second, the isolated WRB coiled coil forms a complex with TRC40 and inhibits TA protein insertion in vitro [30] . Third, native microsomes recruit but fail to induce substrate release from TRC40--TA protein complexes when ATP hydrolysis is blocked [4] . Last, ATP stimulates dissociation of TRC40 that co--purifies with microsomes [4] .
An important piece of evidence that is still missing is whether WRB is necessary for TA protein biogenesis in vivo. Deletion of the GET1 gene in yeast cells results in cytosolic aggregation or mitochondrial mislocalization of secretory pathway TA proteins [26] . Future studies should establish if WRB RNAi knockdown leads to a similar phenotype or if increased TA protein degradation dominates under these conditions [19, 31] . Furthermore, the Get2 homolog remains elusive. This is perhaps not surprising given that the majority of the Get2 cytosolic domain is intrinsically disordered and poorly conserved even among closely related yeast species. Thus, the functional requirements for the mammalian equivalent might be unimposing: a TRC40 tether (ie., a helix--linker--helix motif at the end of an intrinsically disordered cytosolic region), and transmembrane domains that interact with WRB. More sophisticated bioinformatic approaches and purification of native WRB complexes should facilitate identification of mammalian Get2, which would nail the point that the GET pathway is conserved from beginning to end.
Another issue is the recent connection between the mammalian GET pathway and ER targeting of secretory peptides. Because of their short length (<100 amino acids), these proteins are synthesized faster than the SRP pathway can target them to the ER membrane, but they still depend on Sec61 for translocation into the ER lumen [32, 33] . Surprisingly, TRC40 can recognize secretory peptides in vitro and promote their ER translocation by a WRB--dependent mechanism [34] . These findings raise the intriguing possibility that the GET pathway can feed certain substrates to the Sec61 channel.
Some outstanding questions about the GET pathway
Is the ribosome a conserved component of the GET pathway? Proteomic analysis identified Get5 as a ribosome--associated protein [35] but more directed biochemical experiments should establish if the yeast GET pathway, like the mammalian one, also begins on the ribosome. Evidence for a conserved ribosome surveillance mechanism by the GET pathway would be exciting because yeast genetics could then be used to hunt for ribosomal get mutants. More concretely, a mammalian in vitro system should be used to establish whether TA proteins are mistargeted when the connection between the ribosome and the Bag6 complex is severed. Lastly, cryoelectron microscopy studies should look for meaningful structural changes in the ribosome that track with the ability of nascent chain sequences in the exit tunnel to generate a recruitment signal for the Bag6 complex.
What is the role of Sgt2/SGTA--tethered heat shock proteins (Hsps)? Prior to the discovery that SGTA directly recognizes tail anchors, many studies established that it also co--chaperones Hsp--mediated protein folding of non--TA protein substrate [36, 37, 38] . The interaction between Sgt2 and Hsps, however, is not apparently crucial for efficient TA protein capture and handoff [8, 11] . Nonetheless, a possible connection between Hsps and the GET pathway might still exist. Specifically, protein localization by fluorescence cell microscopy of get1/2 mutants revealed that Get3 is recruited to TA protein aggregates in a Get4/5--dependent manner [39] . Thus, establishing if Sgt2/SGTA and/or the associated Hsps go after TA protein aggregates to maintain protein homeostasis is an important future goal.
What is the mechanism of the insertion step? It is not known how tail anchors get inserted into the membrane after they are released from Get3. One proposal is that this occurs spontaneously [21] (Figure 5 ). In this view, the GET pathway is done with the tail anchor once it deposits it on the cytosolic surface of the ER membrane.
Indeed, moderately hydrophobic peptides spontaneously insert into liposomes all on their own [40] . Most tail anchors are significantly more hydrophobic, however, which is why the GET pathway is necessary to maintain them in a soluble state and, at the same time, confer selectivity for the ER membrane. Thus, an alternative hypothesis is that the GET pathway assists the insertion step [4] (Figure 5) presumably to reduce a kinetic barrier to spontaneous insertion. Spontaneous insertion models for protein targeting pathways are intrinsically difficult to prove and have historically been in decline [41] . Future studies of the structure and function of Get1/2 transmembrane domains should reveal whether another spontaneous insertion model bites the dust.
How will the GET pathway grow up?
The emergence of the GET pathway as the dominant mechanism for targeting TA proteins to the ER raises a nagging question: why is the GET pathway not essential in budding yeast (nota bene: mice lacking TRC40 die during early embryogenesis [32] )? One obvious interpretation is that other targeting pathways work redundantly with the GET pathway to either help carry the load, or split the clientele. This could be mediated through tail anchor interactions with the SRP, protein folding chaperones, and/or calmodulin, which have all been observed in vitro [33, 34] . It has been difficult, however, to mechanistically build alternative pathways from these observations or establish their physiological significance. A related possibility is that get mutants turn on the heat shock response, similar to the yeast srp mutants [35] , to compensate by providing an inefficient TA protein delivery mechanism to Sec61. Conversely, disruption of the GET pathway might indirectly perturb other ER targeting pathways (or more generally, protein homeostasis) by engendering a competition between TA proteins and other hydrophobic substrates. Recent technological advances in ribosome profiling [36] point a way out of this morass, at least in mammalian cells. Specifically, because the Bag6 complex is selectively recruited to ribosomes that are synthesizing TA proteins, footprinting of 'Bag6--marked' ribosomes should reveal the natural flux of substrates through the GET pathway in unperturbed cells.
Our mechanistic understanding of the GET pathway has gotten sophisticated over the past five years. Biochemical reconstitution approaches carried out in yeast and mammalian cell--free systems have lead to a coherent view of how newly synthesized TA proteins hop from a pre--targeting complex to Get3 or TRC40, respectively. In yeast, we even know the structures of many of the pre--targeting components and have a basic understanding of how they work. More broadly, substrate handoff between two chaperones is a recurring mechanism in biology. For example, the folding of many regulatory proteins in eukaryotes depends on their transfer from Hsp70 to Hsp90 as part of a single complex organized by a scaffolding protein [37] . The two significant technical challenges associated with studying this mechanism are the biochemically complex nature of Hsp90 and the poorly characterized and multivalent hydrophobic epitopes on the substrate. In comparison, the tail anchor is a well--defined substrate that moves through a more elementary chaperone machine. Nonetheless, it is remarkable that Sgt2 and Get3 do not apparently incur the energetic cost of exposing empty substrate--binding sites to the cytosol during substrate transfer. Future structural and single--molecule studies of the role of Get4/5 during TA protein handoff should extend our understanding of chaperone trapeze acts in cell biology.
Arguably, the hardest conceptual problem in all membrane insertion pathways is visualizing TMD insertion into the lipid bilayer (Box 2). Structural studies of the Sec61 translocon have revealed an elegant solution to this: a protein translocation channel with a lateral gate [1] . Nonetheless, this insertion mechanism is difficult to probe further because both Sec61 and ribosome--associated substrates are biochemically complex and staging the insertion reaction for detailed kinetic analysis is challenging. By contrast, the insertion step of the GET pathway is specialized for insertion of a single hydrophobic epitope without coupling to biosynthesis and extensive protein translocation. Consequently, it has relatively few moving parts and they can all be made recombinantly. Staging will still be a challenge but the accessibility of the TMD C terminus offers hope that conditional roadblocks can be attached to it. As such, structural and functional studies of the (1b) In both the yeast and the mammalian GET pathways (generically illustrated to emphasize commonalities between them), related pre--targeting complexes mediate the transfer of newly synthesized TA proteins from the ribosome to a conserved ER targeting factor (Get3 in yeast, TRC40 in mammals). Get1/2 are two ER membrane proteins that interact with Get3 and comprise the minimal membrane insertion machinery for the yeast GET pathway. WRB is a mammalian Get1 homolog. ATP facilitates the release of Get3 from the membrane. Further destabilization of membrane association probably comes from competitive binding to the pre-targeting complex (containing Get4, Get5, Sgt2, and chaperones) which preferentially transfers TA proteins from Sgt2 to ATP--bound Get3 [13] . This cartoon interprets the stimulatory effect of Get4/5 on the intrinsic rate of substrate handoff [8] as an induced fit in the Get3 conformation. It is not clear if TMD binding promotes ATP hydrolysis by Get3, however, the resulting Get3--TA protein complex is shown as ADP because an assembled hydrophobic groove for substrate binding has only been visualized in the post--hydrolysis state [28, 50] . Fade out of one set of Sgt2, Get5, Get4 subunits indicates that the precise stoichiometry of the pre-targeting complex is not known. For a more detailed discussion of how existing structural data fit substrate handoff models of different stoichiometries the reader is referred to a recent review [51] . The chaperones bound to the TPR domain of Sgt2 are shown as a transparent oval because their contribution to the GET pathway is unclear. Bag6 (a mammalian protein with no apparent yeast homolog) scaffolds the formation of a stable ternary complex with Ubl4a and TRC35 (the mammalian homologs of Get5 and Get4, respectively). The TMD (yellow) in the exit tunnel somehow recruits this complex to the ribosome to presumably minimize competing off--GET pathway interactions. The Bag6 complex can handoff substrates to TRC40 (the mammalian Get3 homolog) while still associated with the ribosome. SGTA (the mammalian Sgt2 homolog) is shown as a transparent shape to de--emphasize its role, but it probably also recognizes newly synthesized TA proteins and delivers them to TRC40 by dynamically associating with the ternary Ubl4a--Bag6--TRC35 complex.
Figure 4. Membrane--associated steps of the GET pathway in yeast.
The nucleotide state of the Get3--TA protein complex upon encountering the N-terminal helix--linker--helix motif of Get2 is uncertain. For simplicity, however, it is shown as ADP because ATP hydrolysis is required for substrate release from Get3.
The Get1 coiled coil forces ADP dissociation from Get3 and forms a stable complex with an open Get3 dimer lacking nucleotide. This cartoon illustrates the lowest stoichiometry of Get1/2 interactions consistent with biochemical studies of substrate release from Get3. The fact that the cytosolic domains of Get1 and Get2 by themselves form 2:2 complexes with the Get3 dimer has also lead to models with more complex stoichiometries that are discussed elsewhere [7, 51, 52] . The 'channel' and 'shoehorn' evoke more or less elaborate mechanisms, respectively, by which Get1/2 (shown as the two grey membrane protein shapes) could be chaperoning tail anchors (yellow) into the lipid bilayer. Any future structure/function studies of Get1/2 in support of a chaperoned insertion mechanism should attempt to explain the apparent thermodynamic membrane partitioning of the anchor following release from TRC40 [54] . For simplicity, Get3 is not illustrated, but it could also play a more active role during the insertion step. In the 'spontaneous' model, following release from Get3, the tail anchor first associates with the cytosolic leaflet of the ER membrane and then flips the C--terminus across.
The thermodynamics of this kind of mechanism are well--established for model membrane--inserting peptides [48] .
